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Abstract – A set )]([ GeVD e  is dominating set of edge 

semientire graph,if every vertex not in D is adjacent to a 

vertex in D.The domination number of the edge semientire 

graph is the minimum cardinality of domination set of edge 

semientire graph )(Gee
. We also study the graph theoretic 

properties of )]([ Gee  and its exact values for some 

standard graphs. The relation between )]([ Gee  with other 

parameters are also investigated. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
     

All the graphs considered here are simple, finite, non-

trivial, undirected and connected. As usual pV |=|  and 

qE |=|  denotes the number of vertices and edges of a 

graph ),( EVG  respectively. By the neighborhood of a 

vertex v  of G we mean the set

)}(:)({=)( GEuvGVuvNG  . The degree of a vertex v , 

denoted by )(vdG , is the cardinality of its neighborhood. 

In general >< X  to denote the subgraph induced by the 

set of vertices X  and )(vNG .   

By a leaf we mean a vertex of degree one, while a 

support vertex is a vertex adjacent to a leaf. We say that a 

support vertex is strong(weak respectively) if it is adjacent 

to at least two leaves(exactly one leaf, respectively). The 

path on n  vertices we denote by nP .   

The notation ))()(( 10 GG   is the minimum number 

of vertices(edges) in a vertex(edge) cover of G . The 

maximum distance ),( vud  for all u in G is eccentricity 

of v and maximum eccentricity is the diameter )(Gdiam .   

We say that a subset of )(GV  is independent if there is 

no edge between every two its vertices. A subset 

)(GVD   is a dominating set of G  if every vertex of 

DGV )(  has a neighbor in D . The dominating 

number of G , denoted by )(G  is the minimum 

cardinality of a dominating set of G .   

   A set )(GEF   is said to be an edge dominating set if 

every edge in FGE )(  is adjacent to some edge in F. 

The Edge domination number of G is the cardinality of 

smallest edge dominating set of G and is denoted by 

)(G  . This concept was introduced by Arumugam and 

velammal [1].   

A dominating set D  is called connected dominating set 

of G  if D  is also connected. The connected domination 

number of a graph G , denoted by )(Gc =min{ || D ; 

D  is connected dominating set of G }. The concept of 

domination in graphs with its many variations of 

parameters is now well studied in graph theory [4], [5].   

   A dominating set D  is a total dominating set if the 

induced subgraph >< D  has no isolated vertices. The 

total domination number )(Gt  of a graph G  is the 

minimum cardinality of a total dominating set. This 

concept was introduced by Cockayne,Dawes and 

Hedetniemi [2].   

The edge semientire graph )(Gee  of a plane graph G is 

a graph whose vertices can be plot in one to one 

correspondence with the edges and regions of G,in such a 

way that two vertices of )(Gee  are adjacent if and only if 

the correspondence elements of G are adjacent. This 

concept was introduced by Kulli et.al.,[6].  

 

II. PRELIMINARY NOTES 
 

We need the following results to prove further results.  

Theorem 2.1: [7] If G is a graph with no isolated vertex 

then 
2

)(
p

G  .  

Theorem 2.2: [8] For any graph G then 



)(1

][
G

p
G  

In this next section we discuss results on domination 

number of edge semientire graph of a graph. 

 

III. DOMINATION NUMBER IN EDGE 

SEMIENTIRE GRAPH 
    

We now define the domination number of edge 

semientire graph of a graph. A set )]([ GeVD e  is said 

to be dominating set of )(Gee , if every vertex not in D  

is adjacent to a vertex in D  of )(Gee . The domination 

number of )(Gee  is denoted by )]([ Gee  is the 

minimum cardinality of a dominating set.   
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   Analogously, a dominating set D  of edge semientire 

graph is connected dominating set if the induced subgraph 

>< D  is connected. The connected domination number 

)]([ Geec  is the minimum cardinality of connected 

dominating set of )(Gee .   

   A dominating set D  of edge semientire graph is total 

dominating set if the induced subgraph >< D  has no 

isolated vertices. In this paper we study the graph 

theoretical properties of )]([ Gee , )]([ Geec , 

)]([ Geet  and many bounds were obtained in terms of 

elements of G . Also the relationship with these 

domination parameters were found. In fig 3.1 we depicted 

the graph G and the edge semientire graph. The 

dominating set of semientire graph is ,5}{= 31 rD . 

 
 

IV. RESULTS 
    

First we list out the exact values of )]([ Gee  for some 

standard graphs.  

Observation 4.1   

a) For any tree T, 1=)]([ Tee .   

b)For any cycle nC , 1=)]([ ne Ce .   

c) For any Wheel nW , 2=)]([ ne We .  

Theorem 4.2: For any connected ),( qp  graph G , 

)]([ Gee    
2

p
+1.  

Proof. Let }',...',','{= 321 qeeeeE  be the vertices of 

)(Gee  corresponding to the edge set },....,{= 21 qeeeE  

of G  and }',...',','{= 321 mrrrrR  be the vertices of 

)(Gee  corresponding to the region set },....,{= 21 mrrrR  

of G . 

Let },...,{= 21 keeeF  for qk 1  be the edge 

dominating set of G  corresponding to the vertex set 

}',...','{= 21 keeeF   of )(Gee . Let FEK =  and 

let },....,{= 211 dvvvD  be the dominating set of )(Gee  

such that RKFD 1 . We have the following 

cases 

Case 1. If 1Dvi   for all i, such that Fvi
 , then 

1= DF  . It follows that, )]([ Gee = || 1D . Hence by 

Theorem 2.1, )]([ Gee    
2

p
+1. 

Case 2. Suppose, 1Dvi   and Fv j
 for some dj 1

.  Let KK  , RR '1 such that )(= kvNK   for all 

RKFvk
 and )(='1 lvNR   for all 

RKFvl
 and Kvl

 . 11 =' DRKF  .  

It follows that, )]([ Gee = || 1D . Hence by Theorem2.1, 

)]([ Gee    
2

p
+1. 

Case 3. If 1Dvi   and '2RFvi   for all i and 

Kvi  . Let RR '2  such that )(='2 kvNR   for all 

RFvk
 . Clearly, 1= DRF   and hence

)]([ Gee = || 1D . By Theorem2.1, )]([ Gee  
2

p
+1. 

Case 4. If 1Dvi   and '3Rvi   for all i and Evi
 . 

Let RR '3  such that )(='3 tvNR   for all Rvt
 . 

Clearly, 1= DR  and hence )]([ Gee = || 1D .  

By Theorem 2.1, || 1D  
2

p
+1, )]([ Gee  

2

p
+1. 

Theorem 4.3: For any connected ),( qp  graph G , 

)]([ Gee    2diam(G).  

Proof. Let }',...',','{= 321 qeeeeE  be the vertices of 

)(Gee  corresponding to the edge set },....,{= 21 qeeeE  

of G  and }',...',','{= 321 mrrrrR  be the vertices of 

)(Gee  corresponding to the region set },....,{= 21 mrrrR  

of G . The set },....,{= 211 keeeE  of G  constitute the 

diametral path in G . Clearly )(|=| 1 GdiamE . Now, 

without loss of generality let 1D  be the minimum 

dominating set in )(Gee  and 12 )]([ DGeVD e   

such that )( 12 DND  . Since RGeVE e
 )]([1  

and 1D  is a )]([ Gee  set then the diametral path 

includes at most 1)]([ Gee  edges joining the 

neighborhood of the vertices of 1D .  

 Hence )]([ Gee    2diam(G). 

Theorem 4.4: For any connected ),( qp  graph G , 

)]([ Gee    21  .  

Proof. Let }',...',','{= 321 qeeeeE  be the vertices of 
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)(Gee  corresponding to the edge set },....,{= 21 qeeeE  

of G  and }',...',','{= 321 mrrrrR  be the vertices of 

)(Gee  corresponding to the region set },....,{= 21 mrrrR  

of G .  

  Suppose },,,,,,{= 21 jeeeS  be the set of all end edges 

in G .Then KS  where SGEK  )(  be the set of 

edges of G such that )(|=| 1 GKS  . Further, let 

)]([|{=1 GeVuuD eii   for some i}  be the dominating 

set in )(Gee . Now if })('|'{= 12 DuuNuuD iiii   

such that )]([=21 GeVDD e .  

Since REGeV e
=)]([  and )]([ GeVE e , we 

have )]([ GeVKS e .   

Hence 2|| 11 D . 

Theorem 4.5: For any connected ),( qp  graph G , 

)]([ Gee    q - )(G  where )(G  is the maximum 

degree of G .  

Proof. Let REGeV e
=)]([  where

}',...',','{= 321 qeeeeE  be the vertices of )(Gee  

corresponding to the edge set },....,{= 21 qeeeE  of G  

and }',...',','{= 321 mrrrrR  be the vertices of )(Gee  

corresponding to the region set },....,{= 21 mrrrR  of G . 

Let },,,,,{=][ 21 pvvvGV  be the set of vertices of G

and iv  be any vertex of G such that )(=)( ivNG . 

Consider the set }/1{= qjeI j   of edges of G 

adjacent to iv  correspondence to the vertex set 

}/1{= qjeI j 
 
in )(Gee .  

Let )]}([/{=1 GeVuuD eii   be the dominating set 

of )(Gee  and })('/'{= 12 DuuNuuD iiii   

such that )]([=21 GeVDD e . Clearly )]([1 GeVD e  

and 11 )( RIED  where RR 1 .  

Hence |||||| 1 IED  . Since qEE |=|=||   and 

)(|=|=|| GII  ,  

we have, )]([ Gee    q - )(G . 

Theorem 4.6: For any non-trivial connected ),( qp  

graph G , )()]([ GGee      1)( p .  

Proof. Let pGV |=)(|  and let },,,,,,{= 21 keeeA  be 

the edge set of G such that 1|=| A . Let AGEB )(=  

be the maximum independent set of G such that 1|=| B .   

Suppose }....,{= 21 jeeeF  be the minimum independent 

edge dominating set.Then F itself is a edge dominating set 

of G such that )(|=| GF   . Let 1D  be the dominating 

set of )(Gee  such that )]([|=| 1 GeD e . Every vertex 

of  1)]([ DGeV e   is adjacent to at least one vertex in 

1D . Then 1D  is a minimum dominating set of )(Gee . 

Clearly, |||||||| 1 BAFD  .  

Hence )]([ Gee + )(G     1 + 1 +1, this implies 

)]([ Gee + )(G    (p+1). 

Theorem 4.7: For any graph G, the connected 

domination number of edge semientire graph, )]([ Geec

  



)(1 G

p
.  

Proof. Let REGeV e
=)]([   

where }',...',','{= 321 qeeeeE

be the vertices of )(Gee  corresponding to the edge set 

},....,{= 21 qeeeE  of G  and }',...',','{= 321 mrrrrR  

be the vertices of )(Gee  corresponding to the region set 

},....,{= 21 mrrrR  of G .   

Let },,,,,,{=][ 21 pvvvGV  be the set of vertices of G 

such that pGV |=][| . Let iv  be any vertex such that 

)(=)( ivNG . Let )]([/{=1 GeVuuD eii   for some i}  

be the dominating set of )(Gee  and 

})('|'{= 1DuuNuuD iiii  such that

)]([=1 GeVDD e
 .  If 1D  is connected then 1D  

itself forms a connected dominating set of )(Gee . 

Otherwise, if 1D  is disconnected then '1D  D  such 

that '11 DD   is the minimum connected dominating set 

of )(Gee .  

By the Theorem2.2, it follows that ))(( Geec    



)(1 G

p
. 

Theorem 4.8: For any ),( qp  connected graph G, 

)]([ Geec    4
2


p

,where )]([ Geec be the 

connected domination number of )(Gee . 

Proof. Let REGeV e
=)]([ where, 

}',...',','{= 321 qeeeeE  be the vertices of )(Gee  

corresponding to the edge set },....,{= 21 qeeeE  of G  

and }',...',','{= 321 mrrrrR  be the vertices of )(Gee  

corresponding to the region set },....,{= 21 mrrrR  of G . 

Let },,,,,,{=][ 21 pvvvGV  be the set of vertices of G 
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such that pGV |=][| . Let )]}([/{=1 GeVuuD eii   

be the dominating set of )(Gee  and 

})('|'{= 1DuuNuuD iiii   such that 

)]([=1 GeVDD e
 . If 1D  is connected then 1D  itself 

forms a connected dominating set of )(Gee . Otherwise, if 

1D  is disconnected then we consider '1D  D  such 

that '= 11 DDK   is the minimum connected 

dominating set of )(Gee . Since )]([ GeVK e  and by 

the Theorem2.1, it follows that |'| 11 DD     4
2


p

.  

Hence ))(( Geec    4
2


p

. 

Theorem 4.9: For any connected ),( qp  graph G , 

)]([ Geec    )(Gdiam + )(0 G .  

Proof. Let /{= ivA for some i }  be the minimum 

number of vertices which covers all edges of G such 

0|=| A . Let /{=][ ivGV  for all i }  be the set of 

vertices in G then there exists two vertices )(, GVvv ji   

such that },,,,,,{=),(= 211 kji vvvvvdK  forms a 

diametral path in G. Let REGeV e
=)]([  where, 

}',...',','{= 321 qeeeeE  be the vertices of )(Gee  

corresponding to the edge set },....,{= 21 qeeeE  of G  

and }',...',','{= 321 mrrrrR  be the vertices of )(Gee  

corresponding to the region set },....,{= 21 mrrrR  of G . 

Let )]}([/{=1 GeVuuD eii   be the dominating set of 

)(Gee  and })('/'{= 1DuuNuuD iiii   such that 

)]([=1 GeVDD e
 . We have the following cases.   

Case 1. Suppose 1D  itself forms connected dominating 

edge semi entire graph.Since 1D  includes the diametrical 

path. Hence |||| 11 AKD  .   

|||||| 11 AKD  .  

)]([ Geec    )(Gdiam + )(0 G .   

Case 2. Suppose 1D  is disconnected then consider 

DD '1  such that >'< 11 DD   is minimally 

connected dominating set of )(Gee . Since 1D  includes 

the diametrical path, we have |||'| 111 AKDD     

|||||'| 111 AKDD     

)]([ Geec    )(Gdiam + )(0 G . 

 

 

Theorem 4.10: For any connected ),( qp  graph, 

)]([ Geet    
3

2 p
,  )]([ Geet be the total 

domination number of )(Gee . 

Proof. Let }',...',','{= 321 qeeeeE  be the vertices of 

)(Gee  corresponding to the edge set },....,{= 21 qeeeE  

of G  and }',...',','{= 321 mrrrrR  be the vertices of 

)(Gee  corresponding to the region set },....,{= 21 mrrrR  

of G . Let },...,{= 21 keeeF  be the edge dominating set 

of G  corresponding to the vertex set 

}',...','{= 21 keeeF   of )(Gee . Let FEK =  and 

let },....,{= 211 dvvvD  be the minimum dominating set 

of )(Gee  such that RKFD 1 . We have the 

following cases. 

Case 1. If 1D  has no isolated vertices, 1D  itself forms 

total dominating set of )(Gee . By the Theorem2.1, it 

follows 
3

2
|| 1

p
D .   

Hence )]([ Geet    
3

2 p
.  

Case 2. If 1D  has isolated vertices then we consider 

11 )(' DRKFD   and >'< 11 DD   is the 

minimum total dominating set of )(Gee . By the 

Theorem2.1, it follows 
3

2
|'| 11

p
DD .   

Hence ][ et e    
3

2 p
.   

Theorem 4.11: For any connected ),( qp  graph G ,

)]([ Gee    )()( GGt  , where )(Gt be the total 

domination number of G. 

Proof. Let D  be any minimum dominating set of G and 

let )(GVK   be the minimum set of vertices in G 

which are adjacent to D. Clearly, KD  be the total 

dominating set of G. By the definition of )(Gee , 

)()(=)]([ GRGEGeV e
 .  

Further, let )]}([/{=1 GeVuuD eii   be the dominating 

set of )(Gee  and })('/'{= 12 DuuNuuD iiii   be 

the set of vertices in )(Gee  adjacent to at least one 

member of 1D  in )(Gee . Then 1D  is a minimum 

dominating set of )(Gee . Let },,,,,,{=][ 21 pvvvGV  

be the set of vertices of G such that pGV |=][| . Let iv  
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be any vertex such that )(=)( ivNG . Clearly, 

)(|||| 1 GKDD  .   

Hence ][ ee    )()( GGt  . 

Theorem 4.12: For any connected ),( qp  graph G,

)]([ Geec    )(G  , where )(G  be the edge 

domination number of G. 

Proof. Let }',...',','{= 321 qeeeeE  be the vertices of 

)(Gee  corresponding to the edge set },....,{= 21 qeeeE  

of G  and }',...',','{= 321 mrrrrR  be the vertices of 

)(Gee  corresponding to the region set },....,{= 21 mrrrR  

of G . Suppose },..,,{= 21 jeeeF  be the minimum 

independent edge dominating set of G. Then F itself is a 

edge dominating set in G such that EF   and 

)(|=| GF   . Every edge in FE  is adjacent to at 

least one edge of F. Let )]}([/{=1 GeVuuD eii   be the 

dominating set of )(Gee . Now if 

})('/'{= 12 DuuNuuD iiii   such that

)]([=21 GeVDD e . We have the following cases.   

Case1. If 1D  is connected then 1D  itself forms connected 

domination of )(Gee . Now |||| 1 FD    

)()]([ GGeec   . 

Case2. If 1D  is not connected , we consider 22 ' DD   

such that >'< 21 DD   is the minimum connected 

domination of )(Gee .  

|||'| 21 FDD   

)()]([ GGeec   . 

Theorem 4.13: For any connected ),( qp  graph G, 

)]([ Geec    3)()(  GG c .  

Proof. Let }',...',','{= 321 qeeeeE  be the vertices of 

)(Gee  corresponding to the edge set },....,{= 21 qeeeE  

of G  and }',...',','{= 321 mrrrrR  be the vertices of 

)(Gee  corresponding to the region set },....,{= 21 mrrrR  

of G .  

    Let },,,,,{= 21 keeeF  be the edge dominating set of 

G such that )(|=| GF   . Let )()(= GFGEK  . 

Suppose F is connected then 1= FF  itself forms a 

connected dominating set of G such that )(|=| 1 GF c . 

Otherwise , suppose F is not connected. We consider 

KK 1  such that >< 1KF   is a minimum 

connected dominating set of G such that 

)(|=| 1 GKF c . By the definition of )(Gee , 

)()(=)]([ GRGEGeV e
 .  

Let )]}([/{=1 GeVuuD eii   be the dominating set 

of )(Gee  and })('/'{= 1DuuNuuD iiii   be the 

set of vertices in )(Gee  adjacent to at least one member 

of 1D  in )(Gee . Then 1D  is a minimum dominating set 

of )(Gee .   

Suppose 1D  is connected then 11 = HD  itself forms a 

connected dominating set of )(Gee  such that 

)]([|=| 1 GeH ec . Otherwise, Consider DD 2  such 

that >< 21 DD   is a minimum connected dominating 

set of )(Gee  such that )]([|=| 21 GeDD ec .  

 We consider the following cases 

Case 1. Suppose F is a dominating set of G. Let 1F  is a 

connected dominating set of G and 1D  is connected 

dominating set of )(Gee  then || 1H    3|||| 1  FF .   

Hence 3)()()]([  GGGe cec  .   

Case2. Suppose F is a dominating set of G, >< 11 KF   

is a connected dominating set of G and 1D  is connected 

dominating set of )(Gee  then || 1H    

3|||| 11  KFF . 

Hence 3)()()]([  GGGe cec  . 

Case3. Suppose F is a dominating set of G, >< 11 KF   

is a connected dominating set of G and >< 21 DD   is 

connected dominating set of )(Gee  then || 21 DD     

3|||| 1  KFF  .  

Hence 3)()()]([  GGGe cec  . 

Case4.Suppose F is a dominating set of G, 1F  is a 

connected dominating set of G and >< 21 DD   is 

connected dominating set of )(Gee  then || 21 DD     

3|||| 1  FF .  

Hence 3)()()]([  GGGe cec  .   

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

   In this paper we established some domination results on 

edge semientire graphs. Many bounds on domination 

number of edge semientire graph are obtained. 
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